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696 THE MUSICAL TIMES.-OCTOBER I, I894. 
GEORGE H. DREAPER, junior member of the firm of 
W. H. and George H. Dreaper, pianoforte manufacturers, 
Liverpool. He died on August 24, at his residence, West- 
bourne Road, West Kirby, aged fifty-five. 
PROFESSOR HERMANN LUDWIG FERDINAND VON HELM- 
HOLTZ, the great German scientist and author of " The 
Sensations of Tone as a Physiological Basis for the Theory 
of Music." He died at Charlottenburg, near Berlin, on 
the 8th ult. We refer to him more fully in another 
column. 
MARINO MANCINELLI, for many years conductor of the 
opera houses at Florence, and afterward at Lisbon, and one 
of the most notable of Italian operatic directors. He was 
born at Orvieto in 1842 and was a pupil of Mabelini. A 
short time ago he emigrated to Brazil and became inmpre- sario and conductor of the opera at Rio de Janeiro, in 
which town he committed suicide in a fit of temporary 
insanity. He wrote a large number of songs and an opera, 
" I Ribelli," which was produced at Lisbon in 1888. He 
was the elder brother of Signor Luigi Mancinelli, the well- 
known conductor of the Covent Garden Opera. 
FRAU GABRIELE FRANKL-JOiL, formerly a celebrated 
pianist and teacher. She was a pupil of Hellmesberger, 
Brahms, and Goldmark, and, at the period of her death, 
was pianist to the Imperial Court of Austria. She died at 
Hietzing, near Vienna, on August 27, aged forty-one. 
OSKAR EICHELBERG, director of a Conservatoire of 
Music named after him, and a royal Kammermusiker; at 
Berlin, on August 30, aged forty. He was the composer 
of a two-act ballet, " Nurjahd," which was produced at 
the Berlin Royal Opera in the early eighties. 
EMANUEL CHABRIER, one of the most original and 
eminent French composers of the day, at Paris, on the I3th 
ult. He was born at Ambert, in January, 1841 ; studied law 
in Paris, and remained for sixteen years a clerk at the 
Ministry of the Interior. During his leisure he studied 
music and began composing. In 1881 he was appointed 
leader of the choir at the concerts given by M. Charles 
Lamoureux, and assistant-conductor, in which latter 
capacity he did a great deal in making the more advanced 
works of Wagner-such as "Tristan "-known in Paris. 
An operetta from his pen, " L'Etoile," had been given at 
the Bouffes Parisiens in 1877; but the work which made 
his name known was a grand opera, " Gwendoline "; this 
was first performed at Brussels in 1886, in 1889 it was 
played with great success at Carlsruhe, under Felix Mottl, 
and in 89go at Munich, under Hermann Levi. It was not till January 4 last that this striking work, one of the most 
difficult and most beautifully orchestrated in the whole 
range of modern opera, was performed at the Paris Grand 
Opera. The unfortunate composer was then already struck with partial paralysis of the brain, and at the rehearsals he 
seemed unconscious of the fact that the music which he 
heard was his own. One of his most popular works is the 
Orchestral Rhapsody on Spanish Airs, entitled " Espafia," 
a brilliantly-scored and altogether fascinating work, which 
was exceptionally successful. His " Roi malgre lui" was 
produced at the Opera Comique in 1887. A second un- 
finished grand opera, " Briseis," as well as several other 
works, are in manuscript. Chabrier is another addition to 
the list of French composers who found more honour in 
foreign countries than in France. 
FRAU TONI KOHN-SPEYER, a daughter of the well-known 
composer of dance music, Labitzky, As Fraiulein Labitzky 
she belonged for fifteen years to the Frankfort-on-Main 
opera. She died recently at Konigstein. 
GUSTAVE FRfDIKRIX, for thirty-five years dramatic and musical critic of the Indipendance Belge, and a member of 
the Academie Royale de Belgique. His smartly written 
critiques were distinguished by sound taste and a refined 
style, and he was generally esteemed one of the best critics 
in Belgium. He died at Brussels on August 25, aged 
sixty. 
CESARo GALLIERA, composer of a successful opera, 
" Zagranella," and another, entitled "La Dama bianca 
d'Avenello." In later years he resided at Munich, where 
he was much esteemed as a teacher of singing; the famous 
Wagner singer, Herr Vogl, being one of his pupils. He 
died at Salo, Italy, aged sixty. 
Pio FERRARI, a professor of harmony and counterpoint 
at the Royal Institute at Parma. He died at Fabiano. 
MAGNUS PETERSON, organist and choirmaster of St. 
John's Church, Wellington, died suddenly on June 30. 
MRS. LYNE-STEPHENS, who, fifty years ago, under the 
name of Louise Duvernay, was considered one of the finest 
operatic dancers. We refer to her at length in another 
column. 
LEON MAYEUR, for many years first clarinet in the 
orchestra of the Paris Grand Opera, to which post he was 
appointed on the strong recommendation of Meyerbeer. 
In 1870 he became sub-conductor of the Garde Ripubli- 
caine and founder of the Concerts at the Jardin 
d'Acclimation. He was also known as a skilful player on 
the saxophone. He did much to improve this instrument 
and composed and arranged a great deal of music, 
including a " Method," for it. He died recently at Cannes, 
aged fifty-two. 
CORRESPONDENCE. 
GREEK MUSICAL NOTATION. 
TO THE EDITOR OF " THE MUSICAL TIMES." 
SIR,-Mr. Torr informs me in your last issue that his 
theory of the Greek notation is not that of M. Vincent. 
Mr. Torr may reasonably be supposed to know what his 
own theory is; but is he familiar with that of M. Vincent ? 
I incline to think, from the manner in which he repudiates 
it, that he is not, and that he has been misled by the term " Pythagorean diesis," which M. Vincent somewhat oddly 
adopted. The more Mr. Torr develops his views, the 
more they seem to me to be an exact replica of M. 
Vincent's; but I need not take up your space with a 
demonstration of this, as the point is of subordinate im- 
portance. 
I also learn from Mr. Torr's last letter that I was wrong 
in assuming that he holds the Greek notes to represent 
fixed pitches. I/ apologise, and withdraw my letter of 
July 30 directed to this point. In palliation of my obtuse- 
ness, however, I trust I may be allowed to mention that 
many others understood Mr. Torr just as I did. 
I deny altogether that Aristides and Gaudentius are 
describing music different from that catalogued by Mr. 
Torr's grand authority Alypius. Mr. Torr's own date for 
Aristides (THE MUSICAL TIMES, p. 555, col. 2) is " about 
500 years after Aristoxenus." Of the date of Gaudentius 
nothing is known. But he ignores Ptolemy's work on 
music, and has been supposed, therefore, to have written 
earlier than that writer. The latest authorities, however, 
place him about 390 A.D. Now the date of Alypius is 
A.D. 360, or later.* Gaudentius explicitly says that the 
ancients used the " homotones," and that the latter were also 
employed, at successive intervals, to express the " pycna." 
Nothing whatever is said by either author as to a reduction 
of the notes of the octave from twenty-one to twelve; and 
that they had no such reduction in view when writing the 
passages quoted is sufficiently obvious from their mention of 
the enharmonic genus in the same breath. 
Furthermore, as Professor Bellermann has shown (" Die 
Tonleitern . . . der Griechen." Berlin, 1847, pp. 69-77), 
there did actually exist in the original MSS. of Aristides 
a complete list of the fifteen keys, in the three genera, his " reduced" scales being merely intended as an elucidation 
of the fundamental forty-five as exhibited by Alypius. 
Of two notes such as K and A, says Mr. Torr, Aristides 
took in all cases the first, whereas Gaudentius seems to 
have taken the second. This is also an error. From pages 
25 to 28 of Aristides there are four lists of the notes. In 
the second and third lists every note is set forth (allowing 
for the lacunce of copyists); the order of the second list 
being strictly alphabetical. The fourth list also gives the 
alphabetical order, tabulating all the modifications of each 
letter-form. Gaudentius only enumerates the notes from (2 upwards to N, but within these limits he gives all the 
letters. In the first list of Aristides, which contains two 
scales, each being composed of notes a tone apart, notes such 
* Meursius's view is now generally accepted. See Smith's Dict. 
Class. Biog., and Pauly's Classical Encyclopedia, 2nd revised edition. 
Stuttgart, x866. 
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as A are necessarily omitted. That K and I in the third 
list fall next to each other in a scale by semitones 
artificially constructed for teaching purposes (one of those 
" catapycnose " scales which Aristoxenus expressly con- 
demns as utterly foreign to the true principles of Greek 
music), proves no more than that K and I might occur in 
music a semitone apart, which no one dreams of denying 
(see, for example, " Mese " and " Trite Synemmenon " in 
the 'Eolian diatonic genus). 
So much for Aristides and Gaudentius. Mr. Torr is 
quite right in "presuming that [my] notion is that this 
[among other reasons] will justify the transcript in giving 
D natural for K as well as I." I may add that Bellermann, 
Fortlage, Westphal, Riemann, Oscar Paul, and Gevaert 
are of the same opinion. 
Now as to the two different forms of pycnum. In the 
diazeugmenon tetrachord of the AEolian and Iastian keys 
(including the hyper- and hypo- scales) the notes skip a 
letter. In the remaining keys the letters are consecutive. 
If Alypius had regarded the pycna as identical in tuning, 
says Mr. Torr, he would not have needed the IEolian form 
at all, and could have used the other form throughout 
(p. 555, col. I, ad init.). The simple answer is, that 
Alypius had no choice: he didn't invent the thing. It had 
come into existence certainly 700 years (and, according to 
Westphal, as long as i,ooo years) before he wrote. All he 
did was to put on record the signs used in practice, which 
signs, prior to the addition of the vocal notes, had passed 
through various stages of development, and which conse- 
quently exhibited many anomalies. It is terribly bad logic 
to say: " This is an anomaly; therefore it did not exist." 
Our own notation is full of anomalies. That of the Greeks 
was more anomalous than ours, wherein there is nothing 
remarkable when one bears in mind the multiplicity of 
their tunings. 
Mr. Torr's theory of the pycna necessitates the con- 
clusion that certain kinds of tuning were confined to 
certain key-pitches; which is clean contrary to the 
testimony of the Greek writers. They all (except Aris- 
toxenus) give a standard two-octave scale, to which every 
variety of generic tuning is applicable, and which may be 
transposed into all the various keys (tonoi or tropoi). Why 
does Ptolemy reject the Hypo-Iastian mode of the Aris- 
toxeneans ? Because, as he plainly states (Lib. II., c. iI, 
ad fin.), its intervals are exactly the same as those of the 
Hypo-Dorian or Hypo-Phrygian, only at an intermediate 
pitch. The key was, in fact, often spoken of as the 
"lower Hypo-Phrygian." Yet Mr. Torr would have us 
believe that the tuning of the pycna in this key was quite 
different from that in the other two. When he challenges 
THE MUSICAL TIMES to prove the contrary, he mistakes his position. It is he that is on the revolutionary side, and it is for him to prove his case. 
There is not the least difficulty, however, in disproving 
the contention that the pycnum K A M could not represent 
the chroma toniaion of Aristoxenus or the chroma syntonon 
of Ptolemy. In Book II., cap. 15, Ptolemy informs us that 
the only chroma used in his time was the syntonon, and that 
this chroma was employed in all the seven principal keys, in mixture with a form of the diatonic. Now six of these 
seven principal keys of Ptolemy happen to be just the keys 
which, in Alypius, always use the K A M form of pycnum. 
Ptolemy furnishes the ratios; Alypius furnishes the nota- 
tion. Put the two side by side, and the whole reckless 
assumption of Mr. Torr falls to the ground. 
I take Ptolemy's " Hypodorian dTrbr vin-tjq" (Table 7), which, as he explains in the text, is the middle octave of 
the two-octave lyre, from the 5th string to the 12th 
inclusive (counting upward), the whole lyre being tuned 
according to the scheme in Book II., cap. ii, table 4. 
The lowest note of this octave is the "mese in power " 
(i.e., the " mese " of Alypius), and the octave is thus the 
upper half of Alypius's Hypodorian (see Bellermann, Op. 
cit., p. 13). Therefore we get :-- 
SQ T II M n K r 
J 9 28 8 9 22 12 7 
8 27 7 8 21 i ii 
The distance between N and K is here $, something 
more than a full tone of ; and it is clear that K has more 
than " moved into the place already occupied by I." It 
has even moved past it. Or, to use Mr. Torr's other mode 
of expression, " the third note of one [instrumental] group " 
has most markedly been brought "into collision with the 
first note of the next group." 
Had an Aristoxenean tuned the octave, and not a 
Pythagorean, K would of course fall exactly into the place 
of I, or (though the mode of expression is to be deprecated), 
"D flat would become D natural." 
The mutual interference of group and group is also 
demonstrated by Boethius. In Book IV., cap. 3, he gives 
the letters of the Lydian mode in the three genera. In 
Book IV., cap. 8, he calculates the exact ratios of the 
intervals in the same three genera, speaking in both cases, 
be it noted, not of the music of his own time, but of the 
epoch when the enharmonic was still in use. Reckoning 
from the "mese " (I) as 4,608, he proves that "paranete 
synemmenon " in the diatonic genus (1) and "paranete 
diazeugmenon " in the enharmonic (A) are both represented 
by the same length of string, 3,888. But A is the third 
note of one group, and r is the first note of the next 
group. 
It is highly remarkable that similar results are imme- 
diately obtainable, by simple arithmetic, from Mr. Torr's 
own admissions. O Z N is a pycnum in the Hypo-Lydian 
chromatic, and may therefore, says Mr. Torr, represent 
two successive intervals of i-tone (chroma malakon). Hence 
0 to N may be 2-tone. Now 0 to M is only J-tone, for these notes are the " meses " of the Iastian and Phrygian 
keys respectively, which are known from Pseudo-Euclid, 
Aristides, Gaudentius, Bryennius, and (incidentally) 
Ptolemy to be a semitone apart. Therefore N may lie 
higher in pitch than M. But N is the third note of one 
group and M the first note of the next. Furthermore, 
Mr. Torr permits us to stretch O-N to 3-tone (chroma 
hemiolion), and to compress M-A to +-tone (as part of an enharmonic pycnum in Dorian key). Add the semitone 
O-M to the latter interval and we get O-A equal to a-tone- 
i.e., equal to O-N. Therefore A and N may be tuned to the 
same level of absolute pitch, M being squeezed out alto- 
gether. And A and N belong to different groups. 
The foregoing three independent demonstrations com- 
pletely annihilate the first objection to the transcript-viz., that if M and I denote C and D, K must belong to a note in between (p. 485, col. 2, ad init.). Pass we on to the second "set of doubts." 
" There is no reason for supposing that the seven 
['natural' or 'original' Greek notes] were exactly in the 
places assigned to them in the modern tempered scale" 
(p. 485, col. 2). I fear, Sir, that the inordinate length to 
which my letter has already run will prevent my fully 
investigating this question; so I will simply refer Mr. Torr to the opinions of the received authorities, who have 
made Greek music the study of a lifetime. 
"Aristoxenus," says Bellermann (Op. cit., p. 22), " deter- mines by ear the interval of the octave, and divides it by 
ear into six equal parts, which he calls whole tones. Each 
such tone he divides into two equal semitones-i.e., he 
only recognises equal temperament." 
" Although the Greeks," says Westphal (Griechische 
Harmonik und Melopceie, third edition, 1886, p. 49), " had no inkling, apart from the Hydraulis, of modern keyed 
instruments, we must nevertheless suppose, according to the Harmonics of Aristoxenus, that the equally-tempered 
tuning occurring thereon was well known in the Greek 
musical Praxis." 
Bellermann and Westphal are, of course, perfectly 
familiar with the passage Mr. Torr quotes from Aristoxenus 
(pp. 45-6). If Mr. Torr is acquainted with these authors, 
it is his business to refute them; and until he does this, 
THE MUSICAL TIMES is fully justified in following their 
lead. If, on the other hand, Mr. Torr is not acquainted 
with the standard works I cite, I submit that he is not 
qualified to discuss the question, much less to lay down the 
law. 
Now, for the sake of argument, let us suppose that 
Bellermann, Westphal, and THE MUSICAL TIMES are all 
wrong as to the Aristoxenean tuning, and that Mr. Cecil 
Torr was born to put them all right. Here, expressed in 
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mean ( " equally tempered ") semitones, is an exact view of 
the Aristoxenean intervals (tense diatonic) as Mr. Torr 
assumes them- 





"996 1"992 1"992 
Where the middle tone is sharper than two mean 
semitones by the -th part of a mean semitone; the other 
tones are flatter than two mean semitones by the T-fth 
part of a mean semitone; and each semitone is flatter than 
a mean semitone by the ~-th part thereof. And Mr. 
Torr expects us to believe that these minute differences 
"vitiate the transcript." I say that it doesn't matter a 
button one way or the other; and that if this is the only 
offence (and that a doubtful one) that he has to allege, he 
might have spared ink and paper and the valuable space of 
THE MUSICAL TIMES. 
Further: Mr. Torr entirely ignores the fact that our 
modern notation is by no means tied down to the expres- 
sion of exactly equal semitones. Up to the end of the 
sixteenth century it was universally held to express 
Pythagorean (di-tonic) tuning. Thenceforward, up to the 
present moment, it has been very commonly employed to 
denote the following intervals:- 
Key C (Major or Minor). 
-&C. 
135 16 25 128 25 
128 15 24 125 24 
and the notes are often actually executed at these intervals 
by unaccompanied strings or trained quartet voices. 
The notation is, therefore, lastic within certain limits, and, 
in my opinion, is perfectly adapted to represent such a 
scale as Mr. Torr has put forward. 
I submit that the above arguments form a complete 
vindication of the transcript against the particular objections 
of Mr. Torr. I have not the least personal interest in M. 
Reinach one way or the other, and, if I thought him wrong, 
should say so without hesitation. Whether any con- 
ceivable arguments, however potent, will convince Mr. 
Torr, is problematical; but I am content to leave the 
decision to impartial judges.-I am, Sir, yours, &c., 
ERNEST BERGHOLT. 
London, September 3, 
1894. 
THE HYMN TO APOLLO. 
TO THE EDITOR OF " THE MUSICAL TIMES." 
SIR,-In your note at the end of my letter in your 
September number (pp. 626, 627) you take exception to my 
statement that "the K A M form fits the three cases in 
Aristoxenus where the pycnon has intervals of a quarter, 
three-eighths, and a third of a tone respectively; while the 
I A M form fits the fourth case, where the pycnon has 
intervals of half-a-tone." You say that you are at a loss to 
discover what grounds I have for " this very large assump- 
tion." Surely the grounds are obvious. There is an 
interval of a tone between I and M; so the I A M form fits 
the case where the pycnon has intervals of half-a-tone. And as K comes between I and M, there is an interval of less 
than a tone between K and M; so the K A M form fits the 
cases where the pycnon has intervals of less than half-a- tone. I maintain that, as the K A M form is employed in 
the hymn, the hymn had tycna with intervals of less than 
half-a-tone. 
I must confess that I am rather puzzled by your state- 
ment that " nothing that Mr. Torr has said has caused us to 
alter our opinion that M. Reinach's transcript is perfectly 
correct as regards the notes; and that in all probability the 
tuning employed was the toniaion, though either of the others 
is perfectly possible." I observe that you qualify our opinion 
that "the transcript is perfectly correct " with the words "as 
regards the notes "; so I suppose that you have come to 
share my views about the use of equal temperament. But 
the transcript cannot be perfectly correct as regards seven 
of the fourteen notes, unless the tuning was the toniaion, 
for it determines the position of these seven notes by 
reckoning that the pycna had intervals of exactly half-a- 
tone. Nevertheless, you say that it is perfectly possible 
that the tuning was not the toniaion, though in all 
probability it was. This only seems to be another way of 
saying that in all probability these seven notes are right, 
but that it is perfectly possible that they are wrong. 
In his letter, Mr. Bergholt quotes a statement of mine 
that, inasmuch as there were twenty-one signs for notes in 
the octave, there must have been twenty-one notes. From 
this he " infers" that my contention is that the twenty-one 
signs represented twenty-one notes at fixed intervals. And 
the rest of his letter is occupied in showing that the 
intervals could not be fixed. I am not going to write a 
defence of views that are not mine ; but I may remark that 
Mr. Bergholt would have some trouble in establishing his 
postulates that the tone was always a major tone, and that 
the fourth was always a perfect fourth.-Yours, &c., 
CECIL TORR. 
[We consider that our readers are now in possession of 
sufficient evidence for and against the accuracy of Mr. 
Reinach's transcript to enable them to form their own 
opinion. Correspondence on the subject must therefore 
now cease.-ED., M.T.] 
HOW COMPOSERS COMPOSE. 
TO THE EDITOR OF " THE MUSICAL TIMES." 
SIR,-Much well-bred scorn has been recently evoked by 
the innocent suggestion, to be found in a column of your 
journal, that " some eminent composers have the habit of 
resorting to a keyed instrument when scoring." The idea 
that such a thing ever occurs " creates amusement in the 
mind of any musician." Any composer detected in such 
an act would at once admit (if he had brains enough to 
quote Shakespeare) that he ought to be " written down an 
ass." None but the veriest amateur would ever rush to 
the pianoforte or organ when orchestrating, as none but a 
tyro swimmer would use corks. 
Let us see which view denotes most unfamiliarity with 
the modus operandi of composers. I am not straining to 
concoct a clever paradox, but to ascertain a sober matter 
of fact. 
I regret to have to resuscitate, even for a moment, the 
inscription on the Whitchurch organ-more calculated, I 
fear, to produce a cold shiver in your readers than that on 
the wall in the Biblical monarch; and I note the humorous 
comparison to which I expose myself with Uncle Dick 
(" David Copperfield "), who could not keep King Charles's 
head out of the memorial. It is, alas! in indirect connec- 
tion with my uncle's brass plate that the point has arisen. 
The hapless plate says " Handel " (in deference to your 
habit I have abandoned the native orthography of the great 
Saxon's name) "composed Esther on this organ ": hinc 
illce lacrymne! In these latter days of research, a crowd 
of busy mockers start up and say, "none but a musical 
dunce would attach any definite meaning to this absurd 
statement." The idea of the composer, who more than all 
others was noted for the flow of melody welded to counter- 
point which gushed from him automatically, being obliged 
to verify his ear, or assist his invention by mechanical 
means! Here we have the fallacy which underlies the 
whole objection, and brings us to the point. The objectors 
will persist in assuming that the only reason for a composer 
trying phrases over on an instrument is necessity for aid to 
an untrained ear. The reverse is the case. The idea that 
this implies weakness is the popular, and what Von Bidlow 
would call the 'inaturalistic" view, founded on our 
experience of the fashionable lady valse composer, who (to 
punish the sins of the community) is gifted with a diabolical 
power of stumbling on a washy tune in the course ot 
chance-meandering over the keys. Let us follow the 
process of evolution by steps. The next stage is the 
student, who has been learning to score, say, three or four 
months; if he has ordinary aptitude he will have arrived at 
the point when it is easier for him to forget that there is 
such a thing as a pianoforte. We come next to the 
erudite musician, and in this class the mode of trans- 
cription is infinitely varied. I am speaking only of 
what I have seen personally, with the exception of 
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